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Your Data. One Platform. 
Endless
Possibilities.

With business data outpacing the growth of revenue,

Coralogix’s next-generation Streama© architecture is
built — and priced — to ensure that all of your data is
leveraged to inform every part of your product,
operations, and business.

Infinite Insights With Predictable Costs

Streama©, the streaming analytics pipeline that powers
our platform, analyzes data in real-time and provides
stateful insights without relying on indexing or any
centralized datastore.

Components within the stream that store the system state
are used to produce long-term trend analysis,
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for any metric to access
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Your Partner in Observability

Our dedicated customer success team is available 24/7 via
in-app chat to help with everything from data processing
and querying to visualizations and alerting to ensure you
get the most out of the platform.

dynamic alerting, anomaly detection, and more — all with
no index latency or mapping dependency.

Upon parsing and enrichment, data is stored in a client-side
archive bucket with the ability to directly query remote
storage from the Coralogix UI or CLI giving users infinite
retention.
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Collect tracing data to
monitor event flows and
bottlenecks across
distributed systems

Security

ully secure your cloudnative environments to
the highest standards
within minutes
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nder 30s Median Response Time
No Bots – Only Real, Talented Engineers!
Full On-Boarding & Integration Support
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“Unlike most tools in the market, the platform is very intuitive and
requires very little training to use which has led to widespread adoption
across our entire engineering department.”

Roi Amitay - Head of DevOps
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Our next-generation Streama© architecture is built — and priced — to help you
extract infinite insights and make sense of ever-growing data as you scale.

Better Performance


Highly Scalable

Optimized Costs

Advanced TCO Optimization & Direct Archive Query

All alerting, metric generation, and data clustering features
can be leveraged on monitoring data for full coverage
without any tradeoffs. Data written to your remote storage
can be queried directly from the Coralogix platform at any
time with no effect on daily quota or added compute costs.
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Learn more at coralogix.com or contact us at contact@coralogix.com

